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ABSTRACT
The ring of all bounded analytic functions in 
the unit polydisc in complex n-dimensional space is 
examined for all n > 1. More precisely, the fact that 
these rings are algebraically isomorphic to certain 
rings of operators is exploited to obtain information 
concerning the structure of these rings.
In the first chapter, notation is established, and 
the more specialized theorems from Hilbert space theory 
which are used in subsequent sections are briefly 
reviewed.
COIn Chapter II, special properties of these H rings
of operators are catalogued. These properties are then
00used to show that the H rings corresponding to the 
various dimensions are distinct. In particular, the one 
dimensional case is classified by use of some of these 
properties. The Theorems are also used to obtain specific 
information concerning the power series expansions of 
bounded analytic functions in the n-dimensional unit 
polydisc.
In Chapter III, information concerning specific 
operators in the one dimensional case is obtained. 
Specifically, all of the isometries are classified in 
terms of properties of the functions they correspond to. 
Also, the matrices of certain operators are studied and 
this information is used to describe the commutant of
iv
COvarious subrings of the one dimensional H ring of 
operators. Also, the fact that only trivial compact 
operators are contained in this ring is demonstrated.
In Chapter IV, a theory is developed for the 
two dimensional case. While this theory is related to 
the classical direct integral theory, it differs in 
that certain analytic conditions must be imposed to 
achieve the desired results. In the process of 
developing this theory, information concerning certain 
subseries of given power series is obtained.
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
We assume in this paper that the reader is familiar 
with the elementary aspects of the theory of rings of 
operators on a Hilbert space. All Hilbert spaces to be 
considered will be complex Hilbert spaces. If H is a 
Hilbert space and x, y e h , then (x, y) will denote 
the inner product of x and y, and |)x|| will denote the 
norm of x. (fc will denote the complex numbers.
We shall consider only bounded linear operators 
in this paper and therefore we shall use the term 
"operator" solely to mean a bounded linear operator.
The set of all operators on a Hilbert space H will be 
denoted by B(H). By a ring of operators we shall mean 
a subset of B{H), which forms a ring in the usual 
algebraic sense and in addition is a vector space over 
the complex numbers. In the literature, this structure 
is also referred to as an algebra of operators. While 
all rings of operators discussed in this paper are non- 
symmetric, we will occasionally need to discuss the 
adjoint, A , of an operator A. Also we employ the 
concepts of normal, isometric, partial isometric, 
hermitian and compact operator.
Two rings of operators R-̂  and R 2 on Hilbert spaces 
H-̂  and H2# respectively, are said to be spatially 
isomorphic if and only if there exists a unitary operator
2
U from onto H2 such that the induced mapping of 
B(H^) onto B(H2) defined by
maps onto R2*
From the theory of Banach algebras, we know that 
a semisimple commutative Banach algebra is isometric 
isomorphic to a ring of continuous functions on a 
compact Hausdorff space, namely the algebra's maximal 
ideal space.
This isometric isomorphism is called the Gelfand 
transform and is denoted by a 4 a. We use the following 
special theorem from [2], page 71.
Theorem 1.1 Let R be a commutative Banach algebra with 
identity. Suppose h is a continuous function on M, the 
maximal ideal space of R, such that
J o akhk - °' J i kSkbk' 1 + 0
at every point of M, where a ..., a^ are elements of
R. Then there exists w e R such that w = h and
n k 
k=Oakw " °*
2 ” 2 We let = { (ag, a ^ , ...) | I I  ̂ °°?
a^ e <j:, i =  0, 1, 2, ...}, and the shift operator S be 
defined by the equation:
s(ag, a^, a2 , ...) = (0 , * ^l* ^2f *1 1 ̂ '
□o
Suppose H is a direct sum, H = , of Hilbert
3
spaces IT, where is isomorphic to Hj , for all i and 
j, and is an isometry from onto A general­
ized shift, S, on H is defined as follows:
co
for x = i=ixi' xi e Hi i = 1 / 2 , 3 f ...
S* =
We assume knowledge of the weak, strong and norm 
topologies for any subring of B(H), and of their 
interrelationships. We shall say that a ring of 
operators is generated in the weak operator topology 
by an operator U if and only if the set of polynomials 
in U are dense in the weak operator topology in R.
Note that such a ring of operators need not be symmetric.
If R £  B(H), R is a ring and C e H, then 
R£ = {A^|A e r} is a linear subspace of R. When R£ = H, 
then we say that ^ is a cyclic vector for R. If K is a 
subspace of H and RK c  k we say that K is an invariant 
subspace of R or simply that K is invariant with respect 
to R. The commutant of a ring R is the'set of operators 
which commute with all of R.
Most of the rings studied in this paper are rings _ 
of analytic functions; more precisely, they are rings 
of operators which are algebraically isomorphic to 
certain rings of analytic functions. We assume the 
reader is familiar with the basic aspects of the theory 
of several complex variables. Of fundamental concern
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in this approach are certain basic aspects of theory. 
In particular, all such spaces in this paper are 
p-spaces over the product of circles and hence are 
spaces of locally compact commutative groups with 
respect to their Haar measures. Specifically, we assume 
the reader is familiar with Holder's inequality and the 
following theorem from Hoffman [1], page 19.
Theorem 1.2 If f z L°°(T), T = {zjz e (f, |zj = 1} and
E is the n th Cesaro mean of f, then for g in (T) , n
/T [f(w) - En (w)]g(w)dm(w) -5 0 where dm denotes normalized 
Haar measure.
For the most part, whenever we use the theory of 
several complex variables we use the notation used by 
Rudin in his monograph [6 ], For convenience we collect 
pertinent notation in this chapter and list, without 
proof, some of the results used in this paper.
We let (j:11 be the n-Cartesian product of the complex 
numbers and Un = { (z^, ..., zn ) e cj:n |z^| < 1 , 
i = 1, 2, 3, ...}. We let Tn , the distinguished 
boundary of Un , be the points (z^, ..., zn ) such that 
1z j  = 1 for i = 1, ..., n. Under pointwise multi­
plication and the inherited topology from <j:n (which is 
of course homeomorphic to 2n Euclidean space), Tn is a 
locally compact Hausdorff commutative group. We let 
dmn represent normalized Haar measure on Tn - H (U ) 
shall denote the set of bounded analytic functions on
Un . Let dm denote the normalized Haar measure on T .n n
We let H 2 (Un ) be the set of all analytic functions
f on Un such that / |f(rw)| dm (w) is uniformly bounded
*1
for 0 < r < 1 .
We use the following rather famous theorem con-
2
cerning the boundary values for a function in H (Un )
Theorem 1.3 If f is in H 2 (Un ) for n = 1, 2, 3, ...
then F (w) = liijy f (rw) exists for almost all w in Tn
2 nwith respect to dmn , and is, in fact, in L (T ). When
f is in H°°(Un ) , then F e L°°(Tn ).
F is called, for obvious reasons, the boundary
value function for f. In the case n = 1, see Porcelli
[5] page 63 for a proof of this theorem. For n > 1,
the proof in [5] does not generalize. For a development
of these ideas see Rudin [6 ], chapters two and three.
While it is true that L 2 (Tn) and L 2 (Tm ) are
isometric isomorphic for all n and m > 1 , we still
distinguish amongst them due to Theorem 1.2. For each
n, the mapping f + F yields a rather natural imbedding
of H 2 (Un) in L 2 (Tn ) and of H°°(Un ) in Lro(Tn ).
For z = (Zjr ***/ zR ) in Un and
w = (w^, ..., wn ) in Tn , let c(z, w) = c(z1 , w 1) ...
—  -1c(zn , wn ) where w^) = (1 - z^w^) for
i = 1, ..., n. c(z, w) is, of course, the Cauchy kernel 
in complex n-space. We utilize the following form of 
the Cauchy Integral theorem.
Theorem 1.3 For f in H (U ) and z in Un , we have 
f(z) = / F (w) c Cz, w)dm (w).T
We note here that for z fixed, c{z, w) is in Lp(Tn ) 
when considered as a function of w.
We assume the reader is familiar with the 
factorization theory for H^(U). For a development of 
these ideas, including definitions of inner, outer and 
singular functions, see chapter 5 of Hoffman [1].
We also use one very well known theorem concerning 
separable metric dimension of Hurewicz and Wallman [3]. 
This is the fact that dimension is a topological property.
CHAPTER II
In this chapter, we study H°°(Un ) as a ring of
co yyoperators. More precisely, for each f in H (U } , we
2 »
let be the operator on H (U ) defined by A^g = fg for 
all g in H (CJn ) ; note that the pairing between f and A^ 
is unique. We let Rn denote the ring of all operators 
A f with f in H°°(Un ). We begin by cataloging seven 
properties shared by the rings Rn for n = 1, 2, 3, ...
Then we present a property unique to R̂ " and finally 
we show that in som< sense of the word, the various 
rings Rn , n =  1, 2, 3, ... are distinct.
For convenience, we present the first basic 
properties in one theorem.
Theorem 2.1 For n = 1, 2, 3, ... , Rn satisfies the
following properties:
P-^ For A f in Rn , I | f | L  = I I  Af |  |
P2) IP is maximal commutative; i.e. if B is an
operator on H^(Un) such that A^B = BA^ for all A^ in Rn ,
then B = A for some g in (Un ).
9
P3 ) Rn is closed in the norm, weak operator and 
strong operator topologies.
P4 ) Rn contains no normal operators, other than 
multiples of the identity, 
p,.) Rn is semisimple.
Pg) Rn has a cyclic vector.
8
P7) The maximal ideal space of Rn contains no 
isolated points.
Proof of (For A f in Rn , | |f|!„ = I |Af I |„.)
We begin by showing that if F represents the 
boundary value i function of f on Tn , then
I I f I I * = ft F || j,. Since c (z, w) e Lp (Tn ) for p >. 1
and F e Lp (Tn ) for p > 1, we have by Holder's 
inequality that for z in Un ,
If (z) | = j/Tn F(w)c(z, w)dmn (w)| <
{/Tn |F(w) |pdmn (w) }1//p {/Tn |c(z, w) | qdmn (w) }1/,q 
for p >. 1 and 1/p + 1/q = 1. But since
lim 1 IF1 I < | |F||_ and q and 1/q converge to 1 asp-*-o° P "
p converges to 00, we have that |f(z)| <_ | |F[ |„ for 
all z in Un . Hence ||f| |„ <. ||F j 1^, The reverse 
inequality is true since the values of F are contained 
in the closure of f(Un ) in 0.
It is therefore sufficient to show that 
I M  L  = I|Af ||. The fact that |1A f || < | |f I L 
follows from the following short computation:
I IAf | | = Sup {[|Afg| |2 |g e H2 (Un ); | |g| l2 < 1>
Sup {/Tn |F(w)|2 lG(w)t2dmn (w)}1/2 <
i|glI2 - 1
I! f | |OT sup 11 g 112 < I!f !L.
llg|T2 u
We would now like to see that ||F| |^ <_ | |A^ j|.
For each positive integer k f we let




- 1/2 W £ Ek'
w  £ Ek-
We notice that
U Tn Ig0 (w) | 2dmn (w) >1/2 = l|g0 M 2 = 1* Since 
e L 2 (Tn ), for every e > 0, there exists a 
trigonometric polynomial g such that ||g^ - g|| 
Now, if t I O' I I 2 “ E 1 ̂ o ̂ I 2 —  ̂ ' we **ave tkat
0 < I IgI 12 “ I l90 l I 2 = I lg + <3q \\ " !E ̂ 0 IE 2 -
11g - g0 112 + E I E  E2 ~ t i 1 1 2 < E* similarly if
1 |g0 l12 “ I k l l 2 - 0 we have
0 ^ I l^o112 “ 1Ig I12 s H go " g E E2 < E*
< e.
Therefore < e. Since g is
{ / r̂ n
{/Ek
i d  if
continuous, we have by Theorem 1, there exists
h e H*” (Un ) <= H 2 (un ) such that |h| = |g| a.e. on Tn .
Then | |Af | | = Sup { j |Afi|i| | 2 [ip e H2 (Un ),
i A fh| 12 = | I£*h| |2 = | iF-gj |2 =
(F-gj 12 - ||F*g0 ||2 + ||F-g0 ||2 >
2
2 < U >
lF *g0 Il2 - - =
F(W) {2 |g0 (w) |2dmn Cw) }1/2 - 
F(w)|2 |g0 <W)i2dmn (w)}1/2 - ||F|12 >
L  " lA)2[mn CEk) r 1[mn {Ek)l>1/2 -||P 
| | p | L  - 1/k - | |F| |2 e
Letting e -*■ 0, we have | |Af | | > F||^ - 1/k for all
k. Hence 
Proof of P
iAf I I >
2 * (Rn is maximal commutative.)
Suppose T is an operator on H (Un ) and T commutes
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with Rn . Let b(z) = Te(z) for all z in Un , where 
e is the function which is identically 1 on Un . We 
first note that b is analytic since, in fact, b is in 
(Un ). Also for f in H°°(Un ), we have T(f) = T*A^(e) =
A fT(e) = A^b = f*b = b*f; i.e. if we restrict T to
oo 5H°°(Un ) (considered as a vector subspace of H (Un )) ,
then T is exactly multiplication by the function b.
Hence if we show that b e H°°(Un ), it will follow, since
h ” (un ) is dense in (Un ) in the 2-norm, that T is
actually multiplication by b on all of (Un ) . We will
actually show that | | B | | m <_ ( | T | J . It is then clear
that we may assume ||T|| = 1 .
We proceed by contradiction. Suppose there exists
ri > 0 such that if
E = {w e Tn | |B(w)[ > (1 + n)}* then mn (E) = 6 > 0.
Let e > 0 and set h (w) = 1 for w e E and e for w  ̂ E. 
Then h e L°° (Tn ) and for Y > 0, there exists a trigono­
metric polynomial g such that ||h - g|I2 < Y- Since
g is a trigonometric polynomial, |g| is a positive 
lower-semi-continuous function on Tn . Hence we have 
by Theorem 1. , that there exists f in Hm (Un ) such
that |Fj = |g| almost everywhere on Tn with respect to 
mR . Then we have
(1 + ti)<5 < JE | B (w) | jh(w)]dmn (w)
±  lE f B (w) | | (h - g) (w) | dmn (w) + /E J B (w) j lg(w) |dmn (w)
11
<_ /e (b {w )| | (h - g) (w) |dran (w) + /E | B (w) | | g (w) j dmn (w)
<_ {/E |B(w) |2dmn (w) }1//2 {/E | (h - g) (w) | 2dmn (w) }lj/2
+ {/E ldmn (w)}1//2 {/E | B (w) | 2 |g (w) | 2dmn (w) J1^ 2
< y + &1/2\ |b-g| | 2 = T + <51/2| I b-f | | 2 <
Y + 61/ 2y + 6V 2 {6 + (1 _ 6)e)1/2 
Letting y -+ 0 we obtain
(1 + n)<5 = <$ + n<5 + (1 - 6) e) 2 for every
e > 0. Letting e 0 we obtain 6 + r)<5 5. this
implies that n = 0 and we obtain the desired result.
Proof of P 3. (Rn is closed in the norm, weak operator
and strong operator topologies.)
It is well known that H°°<Un ) is closed in the usual
“-norm topology. Because of * it fillows immediately
that Rn is closed in the operator norm topology. We
now let B be an operator on H (Un ) such that B is in
the weak closure of Rn . Then there exists a net {Ba )
contained in Rn such that B^ converges to B in the weak
operator topology. For each f in H“ {Un ) and for each
a, A^B = B A-. But AjjB converges to A^B and B A^ f ct a. f f a  3 f a f
converges to BA^ in the weak operator topology, since 
multiplication is continuous in each variable separately 
for this topology. The weak operator topology being 
Hausdorff, we obtain that B commutes with Rn and hence
12
by P2 must actually be in Rn . The proof for the strong 
operator topology is similar since multiplication is 
continuous in each variable separately in the strong 
operator topology.
Proof of P .̂ (Rn contains no normal operators, other
than multiples of the identity.)
Let P be the natural projection of L (Tn ) onto
H2 (Un ). We first show that a£ = PA|, where A| is
multiplication by f on L 2 (Tn). Let f e H (Un ) and
2 ng and h be in H {□ ) . Then since 1 - P is the pro-
2 njection on the orthogonal complement of H (U ) in 
L 2 (Tn ) we have that :
(Afg, h) = /Tn F{w)G(w)H(w) dmn (w) =
/Tn G(w)F(w)h{w) dmn (w) =
/Tn G(w)[Pfh](w) dmn (w) +
• lyti Gtw) [(1 - P)fh] (w) dm^tw)
= /Tn Gtw)[Pfh](w) dmn (w) = [g, Pfh) = Cg, PA^h). 
Hence A| = PA^.
We now suppose that f e H (Un ) and that A^ is a 
normal operator. Then A^PAj = PAgA£. Let
f(z) = 2a za be the series expansion for f. Thena a
evaluating A^PA^ and PAgAf at the function e which is 
identically 1 on Un , we obtain
(AfPA|)e = A fPf = f(Pf)
and
13
<PA-Af }e = P (ff).
Therefore (AfPA^) (e)(0) = | a^ Q 0) ^  an<*
(PA|Af)(e)(0) = Z|aa |2 . Note that s[aa |2 is simply 
the constant term in the series expansion of Pff.
But these last two expressions being equal, we must 
have that aa = 0 for “ 4 (0 , 0 , 0 ) and hence f
is a constant. Therefore A^ is a multiple of the 
identity.
Proof of P ^. (Rn is semisimple.)
For each point z in Un , = {A^ e Rn |f(z) = 0}
is a maximal ideal in Rn . But, rather clearly
s\ M = (0) and hence the radical of Rn is trivial, n z z e Un
Proof of P g. (Rn has a cyclic vector.)
In particular the function e(z) = 1 behaves as a
cyclic vector for Rn since the polynomials in z and
hence H°°(Un ) are dense in H2 (Un ) in the 2-norm.
Proof of P -j,. (The maximal ideal space of Rn has no
isolated points.)
Let M q e Mn , the maximal ideal space of H°°(Un )
and suppose that M q is isolated. Then if we set
h equal to the characteristic function of {Mq }, h is a
2continuous function. Since h — h, it follows that 
h - h 2 = 0 on Mn . But 1 - 2h takes on only the values 
1 and -1 and is hence never zero on M n . Hence by 
Theorem 1. w = h has a solution with w e H°°(Un ).
Since w 2 = w, w can take on only values of 0 or 1 on Un .
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But w being analytic on Un , it is either identically 0
or identically 1. In either case 0 4 x / \t since
0w 2 0 or w = 1 on Mn .
We now focus our attention on H°°(U^) and the 
corresponding ring of operators and demonstrate a 
property for it which we eventually show is not shared 
by the other Rn for n > 1.
1Theorem 2.2 R is generated in the weak operator
topology by an isometry which is spatially isomorphic
2to the unilateral shift on H ,.+
Proof: Since multiplication by z is spatially
2isomorphic to the unilateral shift on &+ , it is 
sufficient to show that R^ is generated in the weak 
operator topology by A . Since R^ is closed in this
topology it is sufficient to see that polynomials in
00 1A are dense in R,* Let f e H (U ). Then if we let z x
o = n Caesaro mean of the function f , and E and F n n
their corresponding boundary value functions, we have
by Theorem 1.2 that Efi F in the weak-star topology
on L . But then for g, h e (U), GH e (T) and
hence:
|((A- - A )g, h| = 
n ____
|/T (F - £n )(w)Gtw)H(w) dmn (w)| 5 0.




We now show that this property together with a
* CO 1variant of property characterizes H (U ).
Theorem 2*3 Let H be a Hilbert space of dimension 
larger than 1 and R be a subring of B(H), the set of 
all bounded linear operators on H. Suppose that no 
normal operators, other than multiples of the identity 
commute with R and that R is generated in the weak 
operator topology by an isometry, U. Then R is
OQspatially isometric to H (U ).
_L oo
Proof: Let M = (Rri) and S = E © UnM, where RrT-----  u n=0 u
denotes the range of U. We note that S is actually a
direct sum since for x, y e M and n > m,
{Umx, Uny) = (x, Un my) = 0- Also, S is obviously
invariant with respect to U. Suppose now that x j_ S;
i.e. (x, Uny) = 0 for every n >. 0, y _l Ry. Then for
y J. R[j/ (Ux/ y) = 0; also for n > 1 (Ux, Uny) =
{x, Un~^y) = 0 and hence Ux j_ S. Letting P be the
projection on S, P commutes with U since S is in-
*variant with respect to U and U . But P is then 
trivial by hypothesis for P must commute all of R 
since R is generated by Q. Hence S = (0) or S = H.
If S = (0) then M = (0) and U must be a unitary
operator since its range must then be all of H. But 
then U is normal and hence must be equal to the 
identity, for it commutes with R and is an isometry.
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In this case R is simply all multiples of the identity, 
and the commutant is actually B(H) which contains 
non-trivial normal operators since dim (H) > 1. Hence, 
the conclusion S = (0) leads to an absurdity and we 
conclude that S = H.
At this stage we notice that U is spatially
00isomorphic to a generalized shift on , where
each is a carbon copy of M. For since U is an
isometry UnM = UmM for all n, m _> 0 and the spatial
isometry is obvious.
We now claim that dim M = 1, and hence that U is
2spatially isomorphic to the unilateral shift on 5. . 
Suppose, however, that dim (M) > 1. Then we choose 
E, 2 in M such that £, X ? 2 ‘ Setting
s = Q1 {A£,[Acomplex}, we have that S is invariant
1 = 0  -L *with respect to U and U . Also S is non-trivial since
obviously is not in S. Recall H = © UnM. Butz n— u
as before, this leads to the conclusion that a non­
trivial normal operator commutes with R.
We note that we may replace the condition that R
is generated in the weak operator topology by an
isometry with either of the following two properties:
a) There exisJ s an isometry U in R such that if 
A is in B(H) then A is in R if and only if A commutes 
with U.
b) There exists an isometry, U, in R such that
17
dim (Rq )* = 1 and U commutes with R.
The proof of the theorem using condition (a) is
obvious. Using condition lb) we simply let R 1 = weakly
closed ring generated by U. Then R* is spatially
00 1isomorphic to H (U ) and is hence maximal commutative.
But then R* » R and the conclusion follows.
At first glance, this appears to be an extremely
^ 1
weak characterization of H (U ) mainly since the 
property of being generated by an isometry is a 
tremendously strong criterion. However, we note that 
H™(Un ) satisfies, for any n > 1, all of the properties 
P.̂  through in Theorem 2.1. Provided we could show 
that Theorem 2.2 applies only to H^tU^) that the 
characterization given is the strongest possible, at 
least with respect to the properties mentioned above.
We now show that H°°(Un ) is not spatially isomorphic to 
H " (u^). First we prove a technical lemma needed for 
this result.
Lemma 2.4 If E = {4^/ ■**/ 4>n ) is a generating system 
for H°°(Uin) (i.e. H°°(Um ) is the closure in the weak 
operator topology of the set of all polynomials in 
(fif, ..., 4»n ) then E separates points in Um (i.e. given 
z, w £ Um , z ^ w then there exists i, 1 < i < n such 
that <J>j (z) 4 <f>j_ (w) .
Proof: We suppose that E does not separate points in
Um . Then there exists z, w e Um , z =}= w such that
18
= 4^ (w) for i = 1, ... , n. But then if 
P = P(<t>i* • 4>n ) is a polynomial in (f̂ , <t>n ,
then P (z) = P(w). But each function f in H°°(Un ) is 
a weak limit point of a sequence of polynomials
in $2 ' •**/ 4>n * Since convergence in the weak 
operator topology implies convergence in the topology 
of pointwise convergence, we have that f(z) = f (w)
OO TTlfor all f e H (U ) . But this is absurd.
00Theorem 2.5 A minimal generating system for H (U ) 
has exactly n elements.
Proof: Let m = number of elements in a minimal
generating system for H (Un ). With e^(z) = for
i > 1 , ..., n, we will now show that 9enerates
in the weak operator topology. To this end let
f be in H^dJ11) and let fr Cw) = f (rw) for all w in Tn
and for all r such tnat 0 < r < 1. Since < r < i
are uniformly bounded in “-norm (as functions in
L°° (Tn )), it follows that there exists a sequence
{r. such that r. -*• 1 and fr converges to f in the1 1— J- 2. 2_
weak-star topology on L (Tn ). Since each of the f
i«
can be approximated in the weak-star topology by 
trigonometric polynomials, it follows that F is the 
limit, in this same topology, of trigonometric 
polynomials. Now, as in the proof of Theorem 2.2, it 
follows that f is the limit of the extensions of these
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polynomials*to Un in the weak operator topology. Hence
n co{ e ^ K _ ^  is a generating system for H (Un ) .
Suppose now that H tUn ) can be generated by a 
system E = * * -' w^ere m < n. By Lemma 2.4, we
have that the separate points in Un . We define
a mapping from Un into <f>m  by: for z = (z^, zn ) e Un ,
let 4(z) = zn ) , zn )) •
$ is obviously well defined since each is well de­
fined. 4> is one to one, since, by the way $ is defined, 
this exactly means that $ separates points in Un . If 
we restrict the mapping $ to any compact subset of Un 
which has dimension n (say the closure of the polydisc 
of radius 1/2 centered at the origin), then $ is still 
one to one and continuous. But then since the domain 
space is compact and the image space is Hausdorff then 
the restriction of $ is also an open mapping. Since 
m < n, this yields a homeomorphism which lowers
GO Yldimension. Consequently our assumption that H (U ) can 
have m generators where m < n is erroneous.
Under spatial isometries, the minimal number of 
elements in a generating system is left invariant. 
Consequently we also have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.6 For n =1= m, H°°(Un ) is not spatially
00isomorphic to H (U )•
We conclude this chapter with a description of the
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finitely generated ideals in m \  the maximal ideal 
00space of H (U) . We adopt the following conventions.
For each M in we let JI (M) = e (M) where e(z) = z for
all z in U. It is well known, see Hoffman [1] for
1   “ 1example, that IT maps M onto U and that II |u is a
topological homeomorphism of U into . In view of
this, we shall refer to II ^{U) as the unit ball in M"*".
Note that for z in U, II ^ (z) = M = {f|f e h ” (U) , f(z)=0).
1 1Theorem 2.7 If the unit ball in M is dense m  M , then
1all finitely generated ideals in M are contained m  the 
unit ball.
COProof: Suppose M is finitely generated in H (U) by the
_ lfunctions f^, ..., fn and M is not in H (U). For each
integer k > 1, let = U(M; {f ~
{n |n e M 1 , t f ± <M) | < V k  for i = 1, ..., k}. Then for
each k there exists in U since the unit ball is
2k
dense, and it follows that
| (Mz )| = < V k  for i “ 1# ..., n. We have
k
immediately then that lim =  ̂ ^or i = I* n *
Since generates M, each f in M has the form
f = fi^i where g^ is in H°°(U) i = 1, . . . , n. We
then have that lim f(zt ) = 0 for every f in M. By]£->*DO ^
resorting to choosing a subsequence if necessary, we
oo
may assume that (1 “ I 2 jj ) < °°* We let
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I = (f|f e H°°{U) and lim f(z~, ) = 0). Then I is anj£-*co <&k
CO ( ,ideal m  H (U) which contains M. We show that in fact
CO
I properly contains M. Since ^£2. ^  “ < 00> the
sequence an interpolation sequence; i.e. if
{wi>j~i is any bounded seguence, then there exists f in 
H°°(U) such that i =1, 2, 3, ... . For a
proof, of this result see Hoffman [1], page 197. In
COparticular there exists f in H (U) such that f (z^) = 0 
whenever i is even and f(z^) = 1 whenever i is odd. But 
then f is in I but is not in M. Hence M is not a 
maximal ideal and our initial assumption that M was not 
in II (U> is necessarily invalid and the proof is con­
cluded.
While it is known due to the work of Lennart 
Carleson that the unit ball of is indeed dense, we 
avoid using this fact and instead use a conditional 
formulation for Theorem 2.7 in order to emphasize the 
close relationship between the denseness of the unit ball 
and the position of the finitely generated ideals in M^.
CHAPTER III
In this chapter, we concentrate almost exclusively
GO 1on H (U ) and R . In particular we obtain a character­
ization of the matrices of the operators in r \  with 
respect to a fixed orthonormal basis, of course. Using 
this result, we obtain a numerical characterization of
those sequences {a } such that f(z) = 2 a z11 e H°°(U^) .n n=0 n
While this does have a generalization to H (Un ), the
remainder of the chapter is devoted to the study of
,1
n
certain operators in R .
We begin by observing that if f(z) = Ifta z“ is an= o n
function in H^tU1) , then the matrix of A f with respect
2 2 1 to the orthonormal basis (l, z, z , for H (U ) is:
0 0 . .






This is easily seen by observing that
, n n n _ n+p _ " pA cz = z 2 a z = S a z - 2 a zr .f n=0 n p=0 P p=n P n
Hence, if [Af] = [a^j], we have that a ^ g  = a^ and
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a. . = a. . , where for n positive a = 0 .1,3 i"3 ^ -n
In the development which follows, all matrices
are obtained with respect to the same basis used
previously; i.e. {1 , z, z^ > -*.}•
Theorem 3.1 Let [a..] be the matrix of a boundedX J 2linear operator on H (U). Then = tA f] where
CO 1f e H (U ) if and only if for j > 0, j = af-j ' O'
{Here again, we use the convention that a = q3 n , 0
when n is negative.)
Proof: If f is in H°a(U‘*') , then the result follows
by the observation made above.
On the other hand, suppose [A. .) has the form1 1 j
a . l, 3
have
- a. . n for j > 0. Letting a. = a. n i~ 3 , U J 3 i l j U we






Let g(z) = 2 b z™ be an arbitrary function in H°°(U ).p=0 P
Then if [b..] = [A 1 we have that [A. .][b..} =x j y x j j. j
[b..][a..] = [c..] where Cil


















aObl + alb 0 aob o
aObl + a lb 0 aobo
aOb l + aib o
Hence for each g e H^tU), commutes with [A 1 . But
{[A^]|f e H^OJ1) } is algebraically isomorphic to R̂ " and 
hence it is also maximal commutative (property P2 of
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Theorem 2.1).
Theorem 3.2 Let {an } be a sequence of complex numbers.
00 Jl
Then f(z) - n£oan z '*'s t îe Power series expansion for
00a function in H (U) if and only if there exists C > 0 
such that
00 , oo I O oo . | 2
(1> nlo i Cnio'bnl
for all sequences (b } “_ such that I b„ | < °°.■* n n=U n=0 n 1
In this case, the greatest lower bound of the set of 
all C satisfying condition (1) is the square of the 
sup-norm of f.
Proof: If f(z) = ?„a zn is a function in H°°(U), then--- n=0 n2
setting C = {||f|lw } , the conclusion is simply the
statement that A^ is a bounded linear operator on
2 00 H (U). For letting {bn }n=Q be a sequence such that
? I b I2 < ~, then g(z) = E_ b z11 is a function inn=0 n 1 ^ n=0 n
7 oo n
H (U) and f(z)g(z) = ^n (0Ena (>b o) zn* Since is an=u £=0 n- l i
2bounded linear operator on H (U), we have by of
Theorem 2.1 that
I iA f9 I I 2 i  H f llill9ll2 = ^ II 5 I I 2
o 00 n o
But | I A fg I I 2 = I lf‘9l I2 = ni o U S o a Kbn-tl ‘
Therefore n|Q | J ^ V ^  I i-cn£0 I bn I 2 -
Conversely, if {an ) is a sequence satisfying (1),
then [A] = [a±j] where a ^  0 = a, and ai( j = a._.f Q
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for j > 0 , represents a bounded linear operator on 
H (U) . But since it is of the correct form, Theorem 
3.1 implies that it must be the matrix of a function
OO CO q o  »
in H . Hence f (z) - n-Qan z a i-n H (U ) .
We now present a generalization of this theorem
CO ysto H (U ). To this end, we consider the following 
computations. Let f(z) = §aQza be the series ex-
oo n Ctpansion for f in H (Un ) and g(z) = z tlie ser -̂es
2 nexpansion for g in H (U ). Then
f*g(z) = Z <e£aa 3ba_ &)za , where if a = (a1 , ak ),
3 = {6lf 3k ) then a - 6 « (a1 - ak - 3k)
and 3 < a means £ a^, ..., and 3R < «n . Then since
CO nH ( U ) is maximal commutative we obtain by methods 
similar to those in Theorem 3.2, the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3 If {aa >a £ T+ is a function from I* into
n
athe complex numbers, then ftz) = Za z is the powerCX (Jt
co nseries expansion of a function in H (U ) if and only if 
there exists C > 0 such that
5lB£aa sb=-e|2 ^  c S |bJ 2
for all functions {fc>a}a e j+ such that ^|t>a l < 00 *n
By using matrix techniques.we now obtain a factoriza­
tion theorem for the commutant of certain subrings of
00 1H (U ). We first introduce some necessary notation.
In particular, let S denote multiplication by z on
? 2 H (U) , or equivalently, the unilateral shift on Jl+ .
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Let Fn = the ring of operators generated by Sn in
the weak operator topology. Let t*e the usual
basis for (U) ; i.e. e- (z) = z1 . Finally, let M1? be3
the space generated by {e^ | i = j(n)> and T*? be the
,nprojection on Mj .
Theorem 3.4 Fn
oo co n= H + H Tj + OO T1 '+ H T„ ., where n-1
Fn is the commutant of Fn , i.e. the set of all 
operators which commute with Fn .











Here the first nonzero entries appear in the n row. 
Now let A = ta^.] be the matrix of an operator in 




0 0 . . .  
* • a 00 a01 . . .
• * 
* * a10 all * * *
••*oo
* •
1 0 . . . * *
0 1 . . .
0 . . .* •
*
l00 a 01 a 0z
a 10 all alz












a 0 , n a o , n+1
a l , n a l , n+1
a 2 , n a 2 , n+1
a 3 , n
■
«
Hence A[Sn ] is simply the matrix A moved n-rows
down and [Sn ]A is the submatrix of A obtained by
eliminating the first n-rows of A. Since A[Sn ] = [Sn ]A
this simply means that a. . = a. . for all i,3 i-n, j-n
j > n. Hence A is determined by its first n-columns 
and it repeats these columns lowered n-rows for each 
repetition. Therefore A has the following form:
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cl *«. m  * * * S a  i  » » ■ 0  * * • 0  a « » 0 > « * 00,0 Q,n-±
1 n  * * ■ 3 _ _  _  t  * ■ ■ 3 *  *  ♦ • • i • • • 0  ■ • * 0n f 0 n , n-* l 0^0 0 ̂ n*1 J.
3  A  3  n  1  * *  •  3  A  • 4 •  c l   ^  • f l  fS * * 4 ^  /\ •] * •  #211,0 2n,n-l n ,0 n,n*l 0 0 ,n-l
a * I • • »
a # a a a a
a • a 4 a a
I
Since A is the matrix of an operator in Fn if and 
only if A commutes with the matrix of Sn , we have that
I
A is the matrix of an operator in Fn if and only if
A has the above fon .
I
Let A be the m... ;rix of an operator in Fn . Then
n-1 n „ ,with I = identity operator, I = .E P . , and hence1— u
A = A [I] = A ^ E P 1?] = .§A[P?].1=0 1 1=0 1
We note that A IP?] is the matrix which agrees with A
on columns Cj such that j = i(n) and is 0 elsewhere.
4* ViLet be the i column of A so that
A = [Rq r R^i -•* ^n—l ' ^ 0 r ^1 * * *’' Rn-11 ’ ' * ̂
j = 0 , n -1 , let
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A. = 3









A j , then, is the matrix of a bounded linear operator
s ince it is the sum of n simple transformations of
[AP1?] . Therefore, by Theorem 3.1, A. is the matrix of 3 3
ooan H function f*. Further since A- agrees with A [P.]3 J J
on columns R^ such that S. = j (n) , then A jp j = Apj ■
Therefore
n-1 n-1
A = J o AlP?] = J o Ai [pi] “ J o ' V 1*?1
and hence if [T] = A we have
n- 1 n
T = P? x— 0 i
_ n- 1 m
Now P„ = I - . £„P. and hence□ x=l i
T = Aj. + A- _ P? + 
0 fl“ f 0 1
. + A, Pn -f n-1n-1 n
and letting g.̂  = fi - fQ for n - 1 > i > 1 and g Q = fQ
we obtain
A = A + A P^ + ... + A *g0 91 1 9n-l n 1
It follows that
n
eo oo n oo nH + H P + ... + H Pn-1 '
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The reverse containment follows since H commutes 
with Sn and P?, i = 0, 1, ..., n - 1 are projections 
commuting with Sn .
Again using matrix techniques, we now give a 
numerical characterization of inner functions in
co ]H (U ) .
°° i “ 1Theorem 3.5 Let f{z) = X^z be in H (U ). Then ------------  1=0 i
2 1f is inner if anc'l only if A f is an isometry on H (U ) if
OO A  OO
and only if Z I^iI = 1 and i-o^i^i+k = 0 for 
for k = l ,  2, 3, ...
Proof : If f is an inner function, then |f (w ) j = 1
2 1for almost all w e T and hence for g in H {U } we have 
that
I IAfg ||2 = l|f*g||2 = {JT |F(w) j2 |G(w) |2dm(w)}1/2 =
{ Jt |G(w) | 2dmtw) }1/2 = |[g||2.
Therefore A^ is an isometry.
Conversely, if A^ is an isometry, then for any 
2 1g and h in H (U ), we have that (g, h) = (Afg, A fh) and 
hence that
/ G (w)HWdm(w) = /T |F (w) | 2G (w )H(w)dm(w)
Therefore
/T (l - |f (w ) |2 )G (w )HTwTdm(w)= 0 .
Letting g be identically 1 and h(z) = zn for 
n = 1 , 2 , ... and then alternately letting h be
identically 1 and gtw) = zn for n = 0 , 1 , 2 , ... we
n
obtain /T (X - |P(w)| )w = 0 for every integer n. 
Hence (1 - 1F 1 ) - 0 a.e. o n T  and f is an inner 
function.
00 iNow, suppose as before that f (z) = ^EqX^z is










But A^ is an isometry if and only if = I and
hence if and only if [A^] [A^] = But
OO 2
And hence A^ is an isometry if and only if = ^
00 __
and £^o^i^i+j = ® ^or  ̂ = or e<3uivalently
00
1 X.X. . = 6„ i=0 i 1+3 0 , 3 .
00 XIf we let u be an inner function in H (LJ ) then
2 1Au is an isometry H {U ). Let N be the orthogonal
complement of the span of the spaces A^(N) for
i = 0, 1, ... . Then it is easy to see that
(U) = M © .E^A^(N). We propose to show that for all
inner functions, M is trivial and hence it will follow 
that Au is a generalized shift. Further we will show 
that the dimension of N depends on the factorization 
of the inner function into its Blaschke product and its 
sinaular part. We first consider the case where u is
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a finite Blaschke product. With this view in mind, we 
shall prove the following lemmas.
Lemma 3.6 Let u(z) = z - a/1 - STz, where a is in U
2 — and let f £ H (U). Then f is orthogonal to 1 + au if
and only if f(a) = 0. Hence, 1 + au is orthogonal to
the range of Au -
Proof: Suppose f is orthogonal to 1 + au. Then
0 = (f, 1 + au) = /tF (w ) (1 + au)(w)dm(w). But
(1 + au) (w) = (1 + au) (w) = 1 + a (w - a/1 - aw)
    2 __= (1 - aw + aw + |a| )/(l - aw) =
(1 - |a|2) (1 - aw)"1 .
Therefore
0 = /tF(w)(1 - )a|2)(l - aw) “1dxn(w) 
or equivalently
JtF(w)(1 - aw)-1dm(w) = - |a(2 /TF(w ) {1 - aw) 1dm(w).
But
f (a) = /TF(w)c(a, w)dm(w) =
JTF(w)(l - awj^dmtw) = - | a | 2 JTF <w) (1 - aw)_1dm(w) = 
-a2f (a).
Hence f(a) = 0. (Note: if a = 0, the conclusion is
clear without this argument.) Conversely, it is clear
that these steps are reversible.
For the remaining part, we need only note that if
2g is in the range of Au , then g = uf for some f in H 
and hence g(a) = u(a)f(a) = 0 and g is orthogonal to
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1 + au by the previous argument.
We note now that this Lemma says exactly that the
dimension of the orthogonal complement of the range of
2Au is 1. This follows since the range of Au is uH (U) = 
{uf |f e H2 {U)} = {g|g c H2 (U), gta) = 0}.
* 00 *
Lemma 3.7 H (U) - ._?nA^(N) where N = space generated1.— u
by 1 + au and u is as in previous Lemma.
Proof: By Lemma 3.6, N is the orthogonal complement of
the range of Au> By Theorem 1 we know that f is
orthogonal to Aj^(N) for i = 0 , 1 , ... if and only if
f is infinitely divisible by Au ; i.e. f is in the range
of A^ for i = 0, 1, ... . Hence, if f is orthogonal
to A^(N) for i = 0 , 1 , 2 , ..., and f is not identically
zero, then for each nonnegative integer n, there exists
g in H2 (U) such that f = ung . Hence the order of3 n n
the zero of f at a is larger than n for all n, but this 
is a contradiction. Therefore
H2 (U) - . £ A ,1 (N) = {0} and hence H2 (U) = . E A 3; (N) .x=0 u 1=0 vi
Theorem 3.8 Let ^  u such that a^ 4 aj for
i 4 j and set u^(z) = z - z for i = 1 # ..., n.
il xIf f = u-£ . .. un and N = (Range of A^) , then
ndimension N = £ i*.
j = l  3
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To simplify our argument, we first prove the 
following lemma.
Lemma 3.9 Let utz) = z - a/1 - az, and e = 1 + au.
xThen if N = Range of A . , N is generated by
uK
4 4 «1
E = {u1e}^”0 and the elements of E are linearly in­
dependent.
2Proof: If g e H (U), then since A , is an isometry
u
we have using Lemma 3.6 that
0 = (1 + au, ug) = (e, ug) = tu^e, u^+1g).
Hence uLe -L range of A  . for i = 1, ..., k - 1.
u*
Conversely, let f j_ range of A . . Then we may write
uK
k - 1f = u h^ + h2 , where h2 JL range of A But then
0 = (h2 , A  ̂ ^  for a11 ^ in h2
and hence (uk ***) h2 = 0. Now for g e H^(U),
0 = (f, ukg) = + h 2 , ukg) =
((uk_1)* (uk“1)h1 + (uk-1)*h2 , (uk"1)*ukg) = (hlf ug).
Hence h^ = d  + 5U) = ^k-le ^or some complex number
k-iA ^ ^  and f = ^..^u e + h 2 where h2 J- range of A
k-i ±
By continuing this process we obtain f = .S^A^u e and
hence N is the space generated by E.
We would now like to see that the elements of E 
are linearly independent. Suppose, now, that
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k-1 i0 = E X.u e and that the X. s are not all zero. Let i=0 1 J-
Z, m be the largest integers such that X^ and Xm are
non-zero. At least two of the X^'s are non-zero since 
otherwise, either u = 0 or e = 0, which is a contra­
diction. Also we assume Z < m. Then we have
^  = J 0 (-*iAm )uie
and therefore ume J_ range Au&; i.e. 0 = (ume, u^g)
for all g e H^(u) or equivalently 0 = {um ^e, g) for all
2g e H (U). But this again leads to the contradiction 
that either e = 0 or u = 0.
Proof: Let ej = 1 + a^u^ for j = 1, ..., n,
x-i-l ^E. = {e ., u.e., . u.J e.} and E = .U,E.. It follows 
3 3 3 3 3 1 i=l 1
readily now by Lemma 3.7, that if f is in the subspace
generated by E then f J_ range of Au * By an argument
similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 3-9, we may
conclude that f is in the subspace generated by E.
We now claim that E is linearly independent. We
i ■ 1
suppose there exists scalars {X. j_n not a11i , J 1—1, j — u
zero such that:
i-,-1 i.,-1 i -11 « 2 n a
0 = Z Xn .uJe, + ,E X~ + ... + Z X„ -;u„e .j=0 If 3 1 1 j=0 2 ' 3 2 2 j=0 n, j n n
Reindexing the functions u^, ..., u r if necessary we
may assume that there exists an integer S, ^  2 such
that ....
i) if k < Z, there exists Xv . such that—  K, J
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k, j+O
ii) if k > I, A ^  for j = 1, i^.
If not, then A. . = 0 except for some fixed value of K- > J
k and in this case we have the collection being a 
linearly dependent set of vectors for the same value of 
i. For k £  I, let jk be the largest integer p <_ i^ - 1 
such that A, ^ 0. ThenK , p
ii iji
0 = £ A, . u V  + . . . +  E A „ . u e „i=l 1^ a 1 i=i a I
or equivalently
j. ^l"1 . H
u lel = ill Xl, iUlel + *•• + iiiX £, iuJ£e£
1where A . . = A . . .if 3 1/ l/Aif li
But then u ê-. I range A -i joa-i * or equivalentlye;L I j  l+1 ,
U1 * * * u £
the range of A ji 3£+l is contained in the range of 11
Au^. In particular this says that u^, ... u^ appear in
the factorization of u^, but this is impossible since
u^ has a zero at a^ but u^ does not. We now have the
desired conclusion, namely: the dimension of the
northogonal complement of the range of Au is
(i.e. the sum of the orders of the zeros of the function
u).
As in the previous theorem, let u be a finite
product of informal mappings of U. Let N = (Range of A y )
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Then, as in the case for one conformal mapping, we
claim that H = . 2-A (N) . For again, if f J to A^ (N)1=0 u3- u
for i = 0, ..., n, then f is infinitely divisible by 
A u and this leads to the absurdity of f having a zero 
of infinite order. This leads then to the following 
Theorem.
Theorem 3.10 Let u be a finite Blaschke product.
OO
Then A is spatially isomorphic to a shift on .2 © N,1'—‘ J.
where the dimension of N = sum of the zeros of u 
counted according to their multiplicity.
Proof: This is very easy to see in view of the fact
that A^(N) = A^(N) for all i and j.
We now characterize the isometries in h ” 
corresponding to infinite Blaschke products and to 
singular functions- First we prove two lemmas.
Lemma 3.11 Let u be an inner function; hn (z) = zn
iand let R — range of A^ and N = R . Then the orthogonal
decomposition of hn with respect to N © R is given by
n — n-*---
h = u*f + (h - u-f) where f(z) = nl .E„(?)un ^(OJz n n i=0 1
* "ttl(note: u denotes the i derivative of u.)
Proof: Since uf is obviously in the range of A y , it
suffices to show that hn - uf is |  to the range of Au ;
i.e. that (ug, h - uf) — 0 for all g e H2 (U). Then
following computation establishes this.
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(ug, hn - uf) = (ug, hn ) - (ug, uf) =
(ug, hn ) - (g, f) = /TU(w)G(w)wndm(w)
~|tG (w) f  (w) dm (w) =
(u.g)n (0) - n! § (0) J^G (w) w^mtw) =i=0 1 J1
n! ? (^)un"1 (0)g1 (0) - n l l  (?)un~x (O)g1 (0) = 01=0 1 i=0 x
Lemma 3.12 No singular function or infinite Blaschke 
product can be the ratio of polynomials.
Proof: Suppose u is an inner function and
u(z) = P(z)/Q(z) where (P, Q) = 1. Let w e T, and 
suppose that Q(w) = 0. Then since (P, Q) = 1 ,  P(w) 4 0 
and hence in some neighborhood of w, |P(z)/Q(z)J > 2.
It therefore follows that u is not inner. Hence Q 
has no zeros on T and therefore u is continuously 
extendable to T. But the only inner functions which 
are continuous on the boundary of the unit circle are 
finite Blaschke products. Hence the desired result.
Theorem 3.13 If u is an inner function having either
a singular function or an infinite Blaschke product
in its factorization, then the dimension of the
orthogonal complement of the range of Au is ro. It
follows from this that any two such inner functions
2yield unitarily equivalent operators on H (U), namely
CO
generalized shifts on £ © H where dim H = «>.i=0
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Proof; Let u be an inner function with either a
singular function or an infinite Blaschke product in
its factorization. Let (z) = h.. (z) - u(z)fj(z)
where h. (z) = z^ and f . Cz) = jl.r (i-Ju-1 1 (0)z^.
3 J i=0 1
By Lemma 3.11, each e- is I to the range of u. We
3
now claim that the ej are linearly independent.
Suppose not. Then there exists scalars c^, . c^
n n
such that jS^c^e^ = 0 or equivalently 0 = c. (hj - uf^)
and hence
n nE c . h . = u - E . c . f . .  j=l 3 3 3=1 3 3
n nTherefore u = P/Q, where P = £ c.f. and Q = £ c.f..j=l 3 3 j=l 3 3
But since P and Q are polynomials, it follows by
Lemma 3.12 that u is a finite Blaschke product. But
this is a contradiction and hence the collection
linearly independent, yielding
JLdim (Range of Au ) = 00. The remaining part of the 
theorem can be demonstrated by methods similar to those 
used for the finite Blaschke products. Namely, we need
_ oo
only observe that H (U) = .£ (N), wherei=0 uiN = (Range of &u ) .
We close this chapter with one more observation 
concerning specific operators in H (U^). More precisely, 
we show that H°°(U) lacks certain operators.
Theorem 3.14 The only compact operators in
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R* = (Af |f e H ^ U 1 )} is the trivial one, A f = 0.
1Proof: Suppose Aj= e R and that A^ is a non-zero
OO
compact operator. Let f(.z) = S a^z and letk=0 K
B = {hn }n™Q H2 (U) where hjjtz) - zn * Since B is a 
norm bounded set and A^ is a compact operator, there 
exists a subsequence {n } ” Q of the integers such thatr r ^
{ g p } p “ 0  =  ^ A f h n p ^ p = o  i s  C a u c h y -  L e t  a r  1:18 t h e  f i r s t
non-zero coefficient in the series expansion for r,
2and choose e < |ar | . For this value of e, there exists
2an integer M such that when p > q > M ,  j |g — g || < e -
P
Choose p > q > M such that j = n - n > r. But thenp q
for this choice of p, q we have
Il^p - 9qiil = n kI0̂ k+np - -
I I <J o akzk+nq> + < J o lak - ak+j>zk+np>ll2 “
j 00
, !av I 2 + , la . - a ... | < e.]c=0 k k=01 i i+: 1
3 9 2But in view of that fact that j > r, ^as lar^
as part of its sum. This yields a contradiction since
e was chosen such that e < Iar |2 .
CHAPTER XV
In this chapter, we present an alternative
2 2 00 2 description for describing H (U ) and H (U ), In
particular, we show that in some sense of the word 
2 2H (U ) may be considered as an analytic direct integral
9of H (U) over T, the distinguished boundary of U. We
00 2also show a similar result for H (U ). These results
may, of course, in an appropriate manner be generalized
to the higher dimensional spaces.
f 2By the symbol =£T H (U)dm(w), the analytic direct 
2integral of H (U) over T, we shall mean the set of all 
vector valued functions f defined almost everywhere 
such that:
(i) f(w) is in H2 (U) for almost all w in T.
<ii) for each integer n > 0, an is the boundary 
value function for an analytic function,
OO
where f{w)(z) = n£Q an (w)z is the series
2expansion for f(w), whenever f(w) is in H (u).
2(iii) the mapping w *♦• | |f (w) j | is summable on T 
with respect to the measure dm.
We note that conditions (i) and (iii) actually
imply that the mapping w ■+ (f(w), g) is measurable for
2 2 each f in H (U)dm(w) and g in H (U) . For since
(f (w) , g) = /T f(w)(x) g (x) dm(x) =
00 • 
n=0 Ar an <w>xn 9 00 dnv(x)
and for each n the mapping w J an (w)xn g(x) dm(x) is
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evidently measurable because of the analyticity of the
mapping w ■* ^n (w) , it follows that
00 _____
w ->■ an (w)x g(x) dm(x) is measurable.
2
Of course, we equip ^  H (U)dm(w) with the obvious 
inner product:
(f, g) = /T (f(w)/ g(w))dm(w).
It is easy to see that ^  H (U)dm(w) becomes a Hilbert 
space when equipped with this inner product and that 
I I f  !  I 2 -  / T  J t f  t w )  |  1 2 d m ( w )  
for every f in ^  H (U)dm(w).
We also define the analytic direct integral of the 
algebra, H°°(U) over T. We let H°°(U)dm{w) be the set 
of all vector valued functions B defined almost every­
where on T such that:
(i) B(w) is in H°°{U) for almost all w in T.
(ii) w -+ (B(w)f, g) is measurable for all f and g
in H2 (U).
(iii) for each integer n > 0, bn is the boundary
value function for an analytic function in
o° nU, where B{w) (z) = J[0 bn (w) z is the series
expansion for B(w).
(iv) the mapping w -+ | | B (w) | 1^ is essentially
bounded.
As before, condition (ii) is actually implied by 
conditions (i) and (iii). We include it merely for 
emphasis.
If we equip ^  H (U)dm(w) with the norm
1 |f! |„ = Sup i | f (w)| L ,  then it is easy to see that
M = 1
H°° (U)dm(w) is a normed algebra.
Theorem 4.1 For each f in H^(U)dm(w), let [f (w) ] 
represent the boundary value function of f(w) on T for
A
almost all w in T. Then whenever f is in H (U)dm(w),
f has an expansion of the form:
00 00
[f(Wl))(w2) = pJ0 qJ0 ap _q w![ wj, where
00 OD
I a I < 00 and the series on the right converges p=0 g = 0 1 p,q
in 2-norm. Conversely, the equation above determines 
uniquely an element of H^(U)dm(w). Hence it follows
2 2 f 2that H (U ) is isometric isomorphic to H (U)dm(w).
Proof; Let f be in 4^ H^(U)dm(w). For almost all in
2 “ qT, f (w^) is in H (U) and hence f (w^) (w2) = g|0 aq^w iiw 2
°° i 12where q EQ l a ^ ^ )  1 < Also, since a^fw-^) is
analytic as a function of for each q fixed we have 
that ag has a series expansion
oo p
aq (W1> = plo ap,qWl ■
Now
“ > /T |f(w1) ^dmtw-j^) = /T gf0 laqtw i) l2dm(w1) =
qlo /T |aq <wl> I2d m <w l> = qio<piolap,q|2) = pio q i o ^ p , ? 1'
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00 oo 2
Conversely, suppose that EQ £nla al < °°* WeP""u ^ P
claim that the formula
OO GO .P .<3[f(w1)l (W2) = P£0 g£„ ap g WX W2
/ GOdetermines an element, f, in fT H (w)dm(w). In
OO p
particular letting ^(w^) = p£0 ap ^ Wj for each q > 0
2 00 i I 2we have that a^ is in L (T) since p|.Qi ap | < “ for
every q > 0. Clearly, then, for each q > 0 a is the4
2boundary value of a function in H (U). Now since
/T q! 0la (wx) 1 ̂ mtwj^) = I Q /T la (w1)l2dm(w1) =
00
a |2 < “ p=0 q=0 p ,q
we have that for almost all w^
glolag (wl>|2 < "•
It follows then that f{w^) is in H2 (U) for almost all
w-̂  in T. More precisely, what we have proved is that
[f(w^)] is the boundary value function of a function 
2in H (U) for almost all in T- The above computations
2
also prove that the mapping w-̂  -*■ | jf (w^) | | is summable
2
over T. We have therefore that f is in H (U)dm(w).
2For f in =£t  H (U)dm(w) we let Uf = g where
oo “ p qg{z1 , z2) = p J 0 g|0 ap ^g zx z2. The above proof shows
that U is an isometry of H2 (U)dm{w) onto H2 (U2). We
2 2use here the following characterization of H (U ).
H2 (U2) is the set of all functions
9<zl' *2> = pio q£o ap,q Z1 z2 where pJo ql(>lap,q|2 <
If for each f in H (U)dm(w) and g in 
H2 (U)dm(w), we let
T fg(w) = T f(w)g(w) = fg (w)
for almost all w in T, then T^ is obviously a bounded
r 2 2linear operator on H (U)dm(w). We let S be the
r ooring of all such operators with f in =fT H (U)dm(w).
f  00We previously claimed that H (U)dm(w) is a normed
algebra. The following shows that this analytic direct
integral actually is complete and is hence a Banach
2algebra. It accomplishes this by classifying S , the 
algebra of associated linear operators.
2 2 Theorem 4.2 S is unitanly equivalent to R .
In order to facilitate the proof of Theorem 4.2, we
first prove two results, one of which is interesting
enough to be designated as a theorem.
Theorem 4.3 If f(z1 , z2) = p|Q qfQ ap q̂ zP is the
TO 2series expansion for a function f in H (U ) then for 
all nonnegative integers q, the function fq defined by
fq (z) = p| 0 ap #q zP is in U°(V) and ||fq | L  1 llf IL* 
Proofi Let M = ||f||ro. Then by Theorem 3.3, we have
CO 00
that whenever {b„ } _ n n is a double sequence suchp,q p=u q=0
that pl0 q| 0 |bpiq|2 < ~ then
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Now let he an arbitrary sequence such that
” 2•lnlc * I < 00 • Then if we set d. . equal to c- whenever1— U 1 1 f i
j = 0 and equal to 0 otherwise, we have
OO OO oo
A  jloK.jl = i^oKI < ”• Als°
tx> p 2 oo p k 2
p=0 ̂ £-0 a A,k Cp-A ̂ = p=0 I A=0 m=0 a £,m bp-A,k-nJ
P k ,
£ £ I Z £ a b I2 <p=G q = k ’A=0 m=0 A,m p-A,k-m
co co p q
S- iI g I j.Io J o  a A,m bp- “ ' <
CO DO «  CO
p=0 q = 0 1A=0 m=0 A,q-m
M S 2n |b I2 = M £ I c I2 p=0 q=0 p ,q p=Q p 1
for each nonnegative integer k. Hence it follows by
co
Theorem 3.2 that for each such k, f]^2) = pig ap k z is 
the series expansion of a function in H°°(U) and that
I |fk |l„ < m  = ||f|L-
Before proving the remaining necessary lemma, we 
present some conventions. In view of Theorem 4.1,
00 P q . . „2,„2,whenever f(Z;L, z2) = p£Q g|Q apfg Z]_ z,, is in H (U ) ,
then fW i (z2) = p|0 q| 0 ap (q wI *5 ̂  in **<»> e°r
almost all w^ in T. Here, the series for fWT converges 
in 2-norm. For w 1 in T, 0 < r < 1 we let
frWl<z2> " pJo gio ap,q(rwllP z 2 • I z  is easy to see
2 2 2 that frw is in H (U) whenever f is in H (U ); frw^ is
a so called "slice function" of f.
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“  00 p qLemma 4.4 If f (z,, z2 ) = | Q a z, z2 represents^ Jr Si r f 4
2 2a function in H (U ) r then for almost all w x in T there
00
exists a sequence r̂ rî n=i such that 0 < rR < 1 for 
n = 1, 2, 3, ... and fr w converges to fw in 2-norm
as n converges to infinity.
2 2 .Proof: Let f be in H (U ) and in T such that fw is
2in H (U). Then since
□O CO
f - f (Zo) = a (1 “ r 1 )w:!' z\W-, rw-, 2 p=0 q=0 p,q 1 2'1 ‘-"I
we have
llfw x ~ frwx ^ 2  = j =o I i=0 ai , j (1 r )wl
Intergrating this expression we obtain
CO OO 1V„11 2/t I U W:l - frWi I 12 ^(Wi) = JT i=0 f j=D ai , j U  - r )WP  
jlo /T li!o ai,j(1 ' r1)wi|2<Sm(w1) =3
0O CO
OO 00 .. 1 2We now claim that lim .J!n ^^n |a. . | 11 — r | = 0  andT--»-i - 1“u if 3r-KL
*s
hence it will follow that liro_ /T lIfw - ̂ r w ^ ^ = 0.
To see this, let e > 0 and choose N such that
2
i>N Iai 'I < e/^* Having chosen N, pick 6 > 0 such that 
or j>N
1 - r1 < e/2(J0 J o ^ i . j l 2’ = Y
for i = 1, N and 1 - 6 < r < 1. It suffices to choose
6 such that 1 - 6 > N/l - y since when 1 - 6 < r we have
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that
rN > ( 1 -  6 ) ^ > l - y
and for i = 1, .. . , N 
i Nr > r  > 1 - y or equivalently
1 - r1 < y.
With this choice of 6, whenever l - < 5 < r < l w e  have
J o  jIolai (j I2 '1 - r±l2
j 0 jI0|.i,jll! i - r1!2 + |alrj|2U- r^2
or j >N
* J o  j i o K . j  "Y + i^N lai,jl2or j >N 
N N N N
(e/2 J o  j=0 Iai, j I ^i=0 > + ^  '
e/2 + e/2 = e 
The claim is now established and we have that
Jit- ArI lfrw1 • fWll if dmtwl) = °' Let {V n = l  be a
sequence in (0, 1) such that lira rn = 1. Then
2
n+oo n
/rp I ! £ r w, ™ ŵ-. I I 2 ŵ l^ * ®n J- J-
and hence we may choose a subsequence of rn / saY
oo{S } . such thatn n=l
" W S " 2 ^  0
for almost all w^ in T,
We are now ready to prove Theorem 4.2.
Proof: Let U be as defined at the end of the proof of
Theorem 4.1. We begin by showing that U is multiplicative.
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2To this end, we let f and g be in =£T H (U)dm(w) and we
oo OO _  _
suppose that [f (w^J (w2) = p£0 g|0 w^ w 2 and
CO 00
[gtw^)] (w2) = p£ 0 |0 b p , q w^ w 2 are their respective
representations as guaranteed in Theorem 4.1. Then
<Uf) <zr  z2 ) = p|0 q| 0 ap>q ZP zf,
OO 00
(Ug)(zlt z2 ) = pJQ g| 0 b p , q zf z\ and
(Uf)(Ug)(Zl, z2) = p| 0 q! 0 ( J 0 J 0 a tjm bp. 4r<J^ ) * ?  4 '
Since f*g{w^) = f(w^)gtw^) for almost all w^ in T, it
follows that [f*g(w^)] = [f(w^)1 [g(w^) ] and hence that
[f *g (w-jJ ] (w2) = [f (wjJ ] <w2) ' (g (wj') ] (w2) =
eo °o p q d o
pio gio'lio m=0 a*,m bp-li,g-ni,wi W 2 ’ We thuS have
[U(f-g)](z1( Z2) = p| 0 q l o Q I T ^ S o  a!,m bp-J..g-n1 Z1 z2
and it follows immediately that U(f*g) = (Uf) • (Ug) .
Now let F = Tf where f is in H°°(U)dm(w) so that 
F is in S2. Also let g be in H2 (U)dm(w) and set
h = Ug. Setting b = Uf (note that since f is in
00 * oH (U)dm(w) it is also in H (U)dm(w) we obtain
UFU-1h = UTfg = U f*g = (Uf)(Ug) = b*h;
i.e. under the isometry U, F maps into multiplication 
2 2by b on H (U ). In view of the fact that the range of
U is H2 (U2), it follows that the operator UFU-^ is
2 2actually multiplication by the H (U ) function, b.
2 2Clearly this operator then commutes with R and since R
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is maximal commutative (Theorem 1.1), it follows that
00 2 -1 b is actually in H (U ). Hence the mapping F + UFU
2 2 maps S into R .
-1 2 2 We now show that F ■+ UFU maps S onto R . To
oo O _ nthis end, let b be in H (U ) and set f = U b. Assuming
that f is actually in H°°(U)dm(w), the following
computation establishes the fact that UT^U ^ = T^ and
-1 . 2hence shows that the mapping F UFU is onto R .
For all h in H^(U^) we have
UFU“1h = UTf (U-1h) = U(f•U~1h) =
(Uf)* (UU-1h) = b*h = Tbh.
We shall now show that f is in ^  H°°(U)dm(w). Let
CO 00
b(Zl' Z2 > = plo qio bp,q Z1 Z 2 SO that
oo oo
[f(w1)](w2 ) = p|0 q|0 bp ^g zf z| is the representation
of an element f in |T H (U)dm(w). We first show that
for almost all w^ in T, f (w^) is in H°°(U). Using the
notation of Lemma 4.4, we have that f (w-,) = b,_ and
x W 1
OO
hence there exist a sequence (O' D  con­
verging to 1 such that b converges b in 2-norm
W -n 1 l
for almost all w 1 in T. It is well known that conver­
gence in 2-norm implies uniform convergence on compacta 
(This is a direct application of Cauchy's Integral 
Formula and the Cauchy-Schwartz Inequality). But since
| I fc> w I t oo < i I b I I for n - 1 ,  2, 3, it follows
n 1
that for almost all w^ in T bw ^ = f(w^) is in H (U)
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and ||f(w^)||co < |(b||. We thus have conditions (i) 
and (iv) in the definition of H°°(U)dm(w).
It remains to be shown that for n = 1 # 2, 3,... 
bn is the boundary value function for a function whichCO
is analytic on U, where ftw^MZj) - n£o ^n^w l^z2 ;*'s
the series expansion for f(w^) whenever f tw ^ is in 
H°°(U). It is easy to see that bfi is the boundary value 
function for the mapping
z -*■ E b^ _ zp .P=0 p,n
This fact follows from the representation formula for 
[f(w2 )](w2 ). However, Theorem 4.3 guarantees that the 
above mapping is actually a bounded analytic function. 
This completes the proof.
4
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